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Par-N-Rar is a simple tool designed to check PAR,
PAR2, SFV and MD5 files in a folder and attempt to
repair them if necessary. All the aforementioned file
formats are used for verification of data integrity and
thus inform the user if the data has been corrupted or it
is still available in its original form. Installing Par-N-Rar
on the computer is just a matter of following the
instructions on the screen and the job should be carried
out without any unwanted events. Simple, intuitive layout
Looks are rather minimalist, with just the necessary
options and functions being available in the main screen.
The intuitive layout is suitable for the beginner users as
the steps to be taken are clear and straightforward.
Simply add a folder containing the supported files and
initiate the verification process. The entire operation
should not take too long. As far as the “Rar” in the name
of the tool is concerned, it is an indication of it capability
to process RAR data. Basically, if the directory contains
this sort of archive Par-N-Rar automatically unpackages
the content and dumps the archive file. Post-processing
options When the file processing completes the
application makes available the details for the file set,
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including the timestamp for each operation. Configuring
the tool is a simple job that provides the possibility to
define a new location for either moving or copying the
extracted items. Also present are options for the actions
to be taken after the files have been processed.
Additional settings relate to the behavior of the program,
whose process can be set to function with a specific
priority; after the scan completes the application can
restart or shut down the system as well as terminate its
own activity. Easy to use integrity file verification tool
Par-N-Rar does not require high computer skills to work
with and even if questions arise, the developer included
proper documentation that can be consulted in order to
find the answers. Inspector is a simple and intuitive file
checking and repair tool that allows you to discover and
repair deleted files. It can find the lost files on a hard
drive, without the need to define their path. It is possible
to repair the corrupted files using “replace the original”
or “overwrite the deleted” modes. Inspector is
compatible with all file systems, including NTFS, FAT,
Ext2/Ext3, ReFS, Btrfs, etc. The application can find
deleted files of any type
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The program allows creation of macro commands using
the keyboard. The KEYMACRO was designed to make
it easier and more convenient for the user to perform
repetitive tasks. After pressing the assigned button, the
next keystroke will be recognized and the corresponding
command will be executed. PRODUCT Information:
The program is developed by PROMAX Software. The
KEYMACRO is a utility to design keyboard macros. It
allows you to create the basic commands for a task
(logon/logoff, opening file, etc.), use the given
combination of the keyboard keys to execute such
commands. All commands work as extensions of the
system menu. The program has no restrictions to the
amount of your commands. When creating a new macro,
you need to specify the button and the keystroke
combination for it. All commands can be listed to easily
find and edit a certain one. Operating System: Windows
10 / Windows 8.1 / Windows 7 / Windows Vista The
PERM Project is a self-developed family of "standardfree" tools for digital manipulation of data from the most
popular data formats: CDDB, TOC, IFO, etc. The
program can be used as a scanner, a data recovery tool
and a variety of visual effect generators (VSE, fx) for the
documents. It allows you to edit metadata, modify the
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contents of the document and save it in the file format
that you need. It features built-in support for EXIF
(image metadata), IPTC (metadata), IFO (accompanying
documents), CDDB (song data), etc. The PERM Project
is a completely free to use, and you can obtain a fully
functional version of the program for free. We work
very hard to keep our software free and we continuously
add new features. For this reason, the developer
periodically sends out updates to the program. Installing
PERM on the computer is rather easy, just follow the
instructions and you will have a nice and handy tool at
your disposal. The application features a simple and clear
layout so that even the novice user will find it easy to
use. After opening a folder containing the supported
files, PERM will immediately start scanning and
processing the contents of the directory. The dataprocessing activity usually takes no more than a few
seconds. The results of the scan will be displayed on the
screen, including the information regarding the created
files or the modified ones. The tool also allows you to
restore the original files or modify their contents
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6.63 MB With a straightforward layout and flexible
functions Par-N-Rar is the perfect tool for checking a
folder’s content for integrity and functionality. The
intuitive interface and easy to use nature make the
program suitable for everyday use. Par-N-Rar is a simple
tool designed to check PAR, PAR2, SFV and MD5 files
in a folder and attempt to repair them if necessary. All
the aforementioned file formats are used for verification
of data integrity and thus inform the user if the data has
been corrupted or it is still available in its original form.
Installing Par-N-Rar on the computer is just a matter of
following the instructions on the screen and the job
should be carried out without any unwanted events.
Simple, intuitive layout Looks are rather minimalist, with
just the necessary options and functions being available
in the main screen. The intuitive layout is suitable for the
beginner users as the steps to be taken are clear and
straightforward. Simply add a folder containing the
supported files and initiate the verification process. The
entire operation should not take too long. As far as the
“Rar” in the name of the tool is concerned, it is an
indication of it capability to process RAR data.
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Basically, if the directory contains this sort of archive
Par-N-Rar automatically unpackages the content and
dumps the archive file. Post-processing options When
the file processing completes the application makes
available the details for the file set, including the
timestamp for each operation. Configuring the tool is a
simple job that provides the possibility to define a new
location for either moving or copying the extracted
items. Also present are options for the actions to be
taken after the files have been processed. Additional
settings relate to the behavior of the program, whose
process can be set to function with a specific priority;
after the scan completes the application can restart or
shut down the system as well as terminate its own
activity. Easy to use integrity file verification tool Par-NRar does not require high computer skills to work with
and even if questions arise, the developer included
proper documentation that can be consulted in order to
find the answers. Par-N-Rar is a simple tool designed to
check PAR, PAR2, SFV and MD5 files in a folder and
attempt to repair them if necessary. All the
aforementioned file formats are used for verification of
data integrity and thus inform the user if the data has
been corrupted
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What's New In Par-N-Rar?

- Par-N-Rar is a simple tool designed to check PAR,
PAR2, SFV and MD5 files in a folder and attempt to
repair them if necessary. - All the aforementioned file
formats are used for verification of data integrity and
thus inform the user if the data has been corrupted or it
is still available in its original form. - Installing Par-NRar on the computer is just a matter of following the
instructions on the screen and the job should be carried
out without any unwanted events. - Simple, intuitive
layout - Looks are rather minimalist, with just the
necessary options and functions being available in the
main screen. The intuitive layout is suitable for the
beginner users as the steps to be taken are clear and
straightforward. - Simply add a folder containing the
supported files and initiate the verification process. The
entire operation should not take too long. - As far as the
“Rar” in the name of the tool is concerned, it is an
indication of it capability to process RAR data.
Basically, if the directory contains this sort of archive
Par-N-Rar automatically unpackages the content and
dumps the archive file. - Post-processing options - When
the file processing completes the application makes
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available the details for the file set, including the
timestamp for each operation. - Configuring the tool is a
simple job that provides the possibility to define a new
location for either moving or copying the extracted
items. Also present are options for the actions to be
taken after the files have been processed. - Additional
settings relate to the behavior of the program, whose
process can be set to function with a specific priority;
after the scan completes the application can restart or
shut down the system as well as terminate its own
activity. - Easy to use integrity file verification tool - ParN-Rar does not require high computer skills to work with
and even if questions arise, the developer included
proper documentation that can be consulted in order to
find the answers. - Par-N-Rar Requirements: - Windows
10/8/7/Vista/XP - Free Disk Space – 50 MB - Processor
of 2.3 GHz or more - Free RAM – 256 MB or more Internet Connection - Par-N-Rar Screenshot: Pixel Fu
1.0 Pixel Fu 1.0 - it's a powerful tool to compress and or
decompress any file. This software is used for quick
transformation of files, images, documents, multimedia
content, databases and much more. The list of supported
formats is endless. Pixel Fu Key features: • Compresses file size increases, extension is preserved •
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Decompresses - file size decreases, extension is
preserved • Does not modify the file name or contents •
Integrates into the user’s
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 SP1/Vista SP2/XP SP3/8/10
Processor: 1.6Ghz processor or better Memory: 512MB
RAM or better Graphics: Nvidia 8600GT or better Hard
Drive: 50MB free HD space Recommended: Processor:
2.8Ghz processor or better Memory: 1GB RAM or better
Graphics: Nvidia
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